Your Own Jesus: Saying Yes To The One Relationship That Changes Everything
Casting Crowns™ lead singer Mark Hall asks, “Do you have your own Jesus? Why do you feel close to God one minute and so far away the next? Why does your faith seem empty? Why is it so easy to compromise with the world? Perhaps it’s because we have merely inherited someone else’s Jesus, relying on what we’ve seen and heard from family, friends, or pastors. A true storyteller and a teacher with a heart for ministry, Mark Hall traces the downward spiral caused by spiritual compromise with the world, and then charts the upward road to wholeness and health that comes when we claim our very own Jesus. You need to discover your own Jesus. The real Jesus. The one who wants you to be honest, committed, and uncompromising. The one who is waiting to have a relationship with you. Move past imitating a religion to experiencing a relationship that is vibrant, personal, and fulfilling.
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Customer Reviews

Mark Hall is an amazing talent - singing, songwriting and writing in this format. He develops his thoughts well and presents them in very readable fashion that is engaging and calls the reader to action. Surely, this is what he strives for in these books. I rated it 4 stars because I did indeed like the book and benefit from it. Now his books - Thrive and Lifestories are must read books for anyone who wants to read him at his best (in my opinion). Read this one and then make sure you read those, too.

Mark Hall has a wonderful way of sharing his heart and ministry.... I’ve loved the music of Casting
Crows from the beginning of their public ministry and now I am enjoying Mark's writings/teachings.

Arrived in new condition. It was a gift.

Great Book!
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